MOTIVATION
Until now, including a graphical phylogenetic tree in a written document required the use of some external program such as TreeView (Page, 1996) or PhyloDraw (Choi et al., 2000) to generate the graphic. The generated graphic would then have to be exported in a format compatible with the software being used to produce the document.
Here we present two applications: a L A T E X package and a Microsoft Word Visual Basic macro for the purpose of generating tree graphics directly within the word processing environment. Both applications accept trees in Newick (New Hampshire) format, as generated by most popular phylogenetics packages. This format is intuitive and it allows simple trees to be described easily by hand.
The primary advantage of using these tools is the speed at which trees can be incorporated, and the ease of making subsequent simple changes to either the formatting of the tree or the tree itself. They also facilitate consistency within the document.
DRAWING TREES IN L A T E X
L A T E X is a popular document processing package, built upon the T E X typesetting system. Documents are prepared using a * To whom correspondence should be addressed. markup language, and then processed by the L A T E X compiler to produce a file that is easily converted into, e.g. PostScript or pdf format for printing. L A T E X is extended by macro packages, which provide additional commands to the markup language.
There are two different ways to include graphics in a L A T E X document; either by including a pre-rendered graphic in Encapsulated PostScript (eps) form, or by the use of one of the many packages that provide drawing operations. Obtaining a phylogenetic tree in eps form typically requires printing the tree from a tree drawing program to a file, and then using a tool such as GhostView to extract the eps image. This is a laborious process and one that is not guaranteed to work or produce the required results.
A popular package that provides drawing operations in L A T E X is PSTricks (see http://www.pstricks.de), which includes the subpackage pst-tree, meant for general purpose tree drawing. We present the package newicktree, which provides a high level interface to pst-tree, specifically designed for the rendering of Newick format phylogenetic trees.
Basic usage of newicktree
The syntax for including a phylogenetic tree in a document using newicktree has been designed to be as intuitive as possible for those familiar with L A T E X. Below is the general form for including a newicktree tree.
\usepackage{..,newicktree,..} ... \begin{newicktree} \option1 ... \optionn \drawtree{<Newick tree here>} \end{newicktree} The tree will be rendered at the point of insertion. The options can be set local to the current environment or global to the document. Trees can be drawn with original branch lengths, fixed length branches or with contemporary tips. Other options provide the ability to display branch lengths or boostrap values, scale the tree horizontally and vertically, change the text formatting, set the direction of growth of the tree, include a scalebar and change the branch drawing style. Some low level PSTricks parameters can also be set. More than one \drawtree command can be included in a single newicktree environment.
newicktree provides the ability to add labels to all the branches and leaf nodes (including the root node) in a phylogenetic tree, a feature not normally provided by tree drawing software.
Below is an example of newicktree code-the tree it generates is shown in Figure 1 . For more details or to download newicktree and its documentation, visit our website. 
DRAWING TREES IN MS WORD
Microsoft Word is a popular word processor with many drawing as well as text formatting options. Word users wishing to include a phylogenetic tree in a document currently format the tree in a tree drawing program, export it as an image and then import the image into the Word document. This excludes many drawing-formatting options that would have been available had the tree been drawn directly in Word. The mswordtree macro reads in a Newick format tree and draws an accurately scaled phylogenetic tree directly in a Word document.
Basic usage of mswordtree
mswordtree requires a properly formatted Newick tree with branch lengths for all branches. The Newick tree, which is supplied as part of the Word document, is selected before mswordtree is run. mswordtree is a macro, so it can be run from a menu option or the toolbar, depending on how it is installed. Running mswordtree pops up an options dialog box where various scaling and formatting options can be set. When 'OK' is clicked, mswordtree draws the phylogenetic tree in a new Word document, ready to be moved into an existing Word document or copied to any other Microsoft Office document such as a PowerPoint presentation.
The tree produced has several levels of grouping to make it easier to edit. Initially, all elements are grouped so that the tree can be copied and pasted between documents, positioned properly within the text and resized while keeping all the relative branch lengths accurate. 'Un grouping' this outer group reveals four inner groups: the leaf names, the bootstrap values, the branches and the scale bar. Leaf names can therefore be moved, as a group, relative to tree branches, as can bootstrap values. Ungrouping any of these groups allows each of their elements to be formatted individually using Word's powerful formatting options.
DISCUSSION
L A T E X and Microsoft Word are very different document preparation environments, so the two programs we present are necessarily very different. The main advantage of newicktree is that highly configurable trees can be seamlessly included in a L A T E X document. mswordtree's strength comes from its integration with Microsoft Word's toolbars and menus and the power of Word's drawing operations.
Neither application is a complete solution to the problem of easily creating graphical phylogenetic trees. For instance neither permits the drawing of radial trees, but both go some way to making the process as easy as it can be. Future versions including additional tree formats are being planned.
